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MMMaaammmbbbooo
MMMaaammmbbbooo
Frank Regan is a veteran choreographer and dance historian.  He 
brings his experience of the famous Palladium Ballroom of the fifties 
to this production. 

This DVD is obviously not designed to teach the Mambo to a beginner. 

“… a rare opportunity for the skilled dancer to upgrade the quality of 
their work.”  - Augie and Margo Rodriguez 

Note: Augie and Margo were the greatest Latin Adagio team of the 20th

century.  The star dance act of the Palladium, command performances for 
the Queen of England, President Kennedy, opening act for Sammy Davis 
Junior in Las Vegas for 10 years.  They are true legends of dance and show 
business. 

“… refreshing to see the Mambo danced with such authenticity and 
proper musicality.  This DVD is a must for anyone wishing to develop 
their Mambo to the highest level.”  - Lori Woods-Gay 

“… educational, entertaining and presented in a way that will appeal 
to people who want to look cool. Competitors would do well to 
consider the possibility of interspersing their work with tasteful 
basics which demonstrate the true character of the Mambo.”  - Cher 
Rutherford

“… superb information for anyone involved in Latin dancing at any 
level… well –illustrated… highly recommended.”  - François Szony 
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Peter Billett

Feather Finish (The $20,000 Step)

The reason we use to call it that was, because, it cost you that 
amount in the price of  lessons to put it right. Luckily, today, 
there is a far better understanding of  the Mechanics of  move-
ment than in the past. 

Let’s talk about the energy source, in this case, the Lady, (I do 
hope you are on the same Wavelength as the author). The Man 
is totally reliant on the Ladies forward Swing as the motivator 
of  his movement. His turn is not so much a turn, but, as a De-
flection, he is deflecting the forward projection of  the Ladies 
‘Mass’. He is riding on her energy, (it’s a free ride here Guy’s). 

The Ladies must swing through her left side (yes, I did say the left side) up to the man, as he 
receives her left side drive, he deflects her as he points his left foot Diag. to Wall. That will 
place the Ladies right Foot in the correct position (to the side). Don’t stand there for the ap-
plause as the ladies left foot, gents right, is already moving into position for the penultimate 
step. 

We now have to go back to discuss two elements: 1. The Ladies ftwk. Plus, 2. Her Rise and 
Fall. Both, are looked up in the Technique Book. It’s how one uses this knowledge correctly is 
the whole reason for this article. 

Ladies, I want you to think of  this as a four step group (which it is), counted SQQS. In it’s 
simplest form doing; one walk forward and three walks back using the Toe of  the right foot 
(2nd. Step) as the pivotal point,(the 2nd. step is usually the pivotal point). Whilst perform-
ing these 4 steps, you will have a “Breath” rise at the end of  one through three, releasing the 
breath at the end three to come down to normal on step four. Oh! to have a Video to show, 
rather than try to put it into words.
 
Gents: let’s get to you. That 1st. step back THT? As you step back, do not lower into the Heel, 
try to keep up. As you leave the right foot, the weight moving on to the left foot, the right heel 
will just “Kiss” the floor goodbye. Don’t stand there for the applause, the right foot is already 
travelling to position, ready to lower early so you do not interrupt the Flow. Remember, if  you 
interrupt ‘Flo’, she ceases to exist. The Foxtrot has to be ‘Seamless’.  Remember, it’s a four 
step unit SQQS. Again, Oh for a Video!! 

If  this is all completely confusing, contact me for clarity.

Feather Finish
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Imperial Workshop 
Rochester, NY 

By a Faculty of 
 America’s Highly Experienced and
Academically Qualified Authorities 

Peter Billett 
Saturday, December 6th, 2009 

Session 1: 10am – 1pm 
Lunch: 1pm – 2pm 

Session 2: 2pm – 5pm 

Cost
Session 1: $50 
Session 2: $50 

All day, i.e. Sessions 1&2: $90 
All day for members in good standing: $80 

Half day for members in good standing: $45 
Payment may be made online at usistd.org or at the door  

(a surcharge of $5 is in effect for entries at the door) 

For further details contact: 
Peter Billett 

316 Marina View Lane 
Webster, NY 14580 

Tel/Fax 585-787-2603 
pbillett@hotmail.com

Open to Amateurs and Professionals 
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A Letter From the Editor
Dear Readers, 
I am pleased to announce that a charter has been established for 
the Topline. As one of  the Tangible products that comes from 
paying your yearly ISTD dues, I thought it was necessary to have 
a specific agenda for the Magazine. Here is what was approved 
by the Committee:

1. Communicates about USISTD activities and products, elec-
tions, nominations, other business professional development 
( congresses, workshops) products in USISTD store (printed 
material, etc. ), reminds about content available on web site 
(although not all dancers are web-enabled! ) encourages people 
to renew memberships, both by its general usefulness and by al-
lowing committee to point out membership benefits.

2.  Provides a means of  communication between the committee that runs the society and the 
membership names, contact information for those in USISTD positions trustees, committee 
members, examiners, appointed positions

3.  Gives professional advice (from professionals to professionals):
     •  Technical dance articles
     •  How to run a dance business
     •  How to deal with students and others
     •  Changes in syllabus
     •  Self  - improvement (exams)
     •  History of  dance, dances, dance organizations

4.  Disseminates information about members’:
     •  Achievements ( in completion, accomplishments in the broader world)
     •  Membership list  ( help identify fellow well-trained professionals)
     •  Death notices/ Memorial Pieces
     •  Photos of  selected members

5.  Provides advertising of  interest to members, including:
     •  Competitions
     •  Training for exams
 
6.  Provides a face to the USISTD for the outside world
     •  A handout to encourage prospective members
     •  Distribute to other related organizations

 I hope you enjoy this edition. Its jam packed with some wonderful stuff.

-Daphne Cunliffe
Topline Editor

Daphne Cunliffe
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Again this implied that the footwork on that step was anatomically speaking BHB but based 
on the principle of  “Event Sequence Terminology” was simply stated as BH.  
It is worth mentioning that  in 1964 I asked the same question while having a coaching les-
son with one of  the greatest dance artists of  the 20th century, the inimitable Peter Eggle-
ton.

He explained to me that this element was governed by the man’s action in turning the lady 
to Promenade position. ie an early application would produce different results than that of  
a late turn. This truly profound statement by Peter motivated me to continue to research 
this phenomenon. His observation made complete sense and three years later while acting 
in the capacity of  consultant for an instructional movie, Shot by AMI and featuring Bill 
and Bobbie Irvine MBE, I was able to further  establish for myself  the veracity of  Peter’s  
assertion. During the long hours in the editing room looking at many of  the overhead shots 
which we later discarded it was abundantly clear that if  the man ‘s action in turning the lady 
was early, clearly she did not release the toe. When he initiated the turn fractionally later, she 
did release the toe.

This in no way alters the terminology of  “TH” or “NFR” .  It simply confirms the im-
portance of  discouraging the keen amateur from attempting to derive information from a 
source that requires the interpretation of  a professional expert.

For those of  you who have an IQ greater than a Cocker Spaniel and who have managed to 
read this from beginning to end without having a brain stroke, may I congratulate you upon 
your persistence and desire to come to grips with the cosmic truths of  ballroom dancing.

Frank Regan graduated from the Alex Moore School in the mid 20th century.  His partner for his Licenti-
ate (membership) exam was Bobbie Irvine MBE.  His partner for his Associate exam was Elizabeth Ro-
maine.  During the 1960’s he was involved in the training and qualifying process of  such notable celebrities 
as Sam Sodano and Fran Rogers, Meryem Pearson, Pierette Chartier, Vernon Brock , Beverley  Donahue 
and many individuals who enjoy a  reputation as high profile teachers and professional trainers.
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not talk about what happens afterwards, only what is required to be discussed within the 
methodology.

It now logically follows that the anatomy of  an entire step per se is quite different from the 
manner in which it is stated in the book.  There is nothing wrong with this.  It is not a dis-
crepancy.  The technique book is a wonderful reference manual and communication vehicle 
for fully qualified teachers.  It is not for the amateur!  It is not for those who have insuffi-
cient education in the principles and application of  dance theory!  It will not teach you how 
to dance!  It is the role of  the qualified teacher to interpret the book such that authenticity, 
i.e. truth in balanced kinetics, becomes an integral part of  the students’ repertoire.

In order to satisfy the commendable curiosity of  those brave souls inquiring into this ap-
parent conundrum, I will now share with you a detailed analysis of  what actually happens to 
the lady’s right foot during the Whisk (along the side of  the room):

1.  The right foot moves backwards conforming to the principle of  the backward walk

2.  At the point where the lady’s right toe begins to release, the interior torque factor in 
the lady’s left leg, caused by the man’s action in the loss of  CBM (sometimes referred to as 
negative CBM – hence the term slight), produces the action of  “pointing DC”

3. As the “pointing action” begins, the right foot undergoes approximately 1/8 of  a turn 
with the weight carrying to the ball of  her left foot (not the toe)

4.  As the continuation of  rise occurs from the ball of  her left foot to the toes of  the left 
foot, the right foot now articulates away from the flex configuration to downward point.  
This now causes her toe to be in contact with the floor.  This factor is frequently explained 
as contributing to a THT application of  the right foot, but because of  the principles of  
terminology inherent in the technique book, it is simply discussed as TH.

5.  It is important to realize that the distinction present in paragraph 4 causes the lady’s 
right foot to continue turning such that there is an absence of  the unfortunate pigeon toed 
syndrome that sometimes shows up.

6.  It is important to note that “precise initiation” of  the lady’s head to promenade in rela-
tionship to the action of  her left leg is integral to the kinesthetic properties of  the move-
ment (nose and toes principle).

In closing the dissertation on this fascinating subject, may I also share with the reader the 
analogy that is oft times quoted regarding the similarities in the Progressive Link and the 
Whisk.  Two of  the world’s greatest authorities in the technique of  Standard ballroom danc-
ing, namely Guy Howard and Eric Hancox, both agreed that the lady had to complete the 
first step of  the Link with her weight completely over her right foot, i.e. her heel had to be 
down.  
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As I write this, another season of  “Dancing with the Stars” is 
about to hit our TV screens, giving our chosen profession the 
media publicity it so richly deserves, and for which we must be 
truly thankful in these recessionary times.  I wonder if  football 
star Warren Sapp will emulate the success of  Emmitt Smith?  
Time will tell.

In early September I had a very productive meeting with ISTD 
Chief  Executive, Jonathan Singleton and other ISTD officers 
at London HQ.  Sin  ce the last meeting between our organisa-
tions there have been many changes of  personnel on both sides 
of  the Atlantic, leading to some misunderstanding on several 
issues by both sides.  I am happy to relate that these points were 
largely cleared up and  Jonathan was very receptive to several 

suggestions that I presented to him with regard to improving the working relationship be-
tween our two organisations.   

Congratulations to long time member, Bill Davies, who the NDCA inducted into the United 
States DanceSport Hall of  Fame at their Board of  Governors meeting in July.

In July, Marketing Director, Frank Regan, organised a Theater Arts Qualification Seminar 
in Alexandria, VA. This was a highly successful event in terms of  both new members and 
revenue.  By popular request, it is planned to repeat this seminar at approx. the same time in 
2009.  Watch out for it.  Further Dance Camps planned are:
Saturday, Nov. 1st, At Monterey Peninsular Dance Inc, Monterey CA;   
Sunday, Nov. 2nd, Miami, FL, immediately following the Grand Nationals.
Sunday, Jan. 4th, Washington DC, immediately following the Yuletide Ball.
Sunday, March 8th, Ashville, NC, immediately following the Heritage Classic.
Saturday / Sunday, April 25th – 26th. At Smiths School of  Dance, Thornwood, NY.
Look in this, and future editions of  Topline, and on our website, www.usistd.org for further 
details of  these events.

We are asking for nominations for election to the National Committee.  You will find a 
nomination form enclosed in this issue of  Topline.  If  you feel that you have special skills 
or ideas that would help to promote the Society then we urge you to get involved and run 
for Committee. New blood can be a very healthy thing. Ballot forms will be mailed mid-
November, and we do urge each and every one of  you to cast your vote.  I was, frankly, 
appalled to discover that only one third of  our members bothered to cast a vote in the Board 
of  Trustees election earlier this year.  We do, after all, provide you with a stamped addressed 
envelope. On behalf  of  the Committee and Board of  Trustees, I would like to take this op-
portunity to send all members best wishes for a happy holiday season.

With warm wishes to you all!
Peter Waterson. 
President, Dual Fellow ISTD

A Letter From the President

Peter Waterson
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Marie Crowder 
        Membership Services Director 
        120 Smith Acres Road  
        Eden, NC  27288   

membership@usistd.org

___________________________________________________________________

Dear Member, 

It is once again time to renew your membership.  You now have the opportunity to pay your 2009 
membership dues with your Visa or Master Card using the USISTD website. 

To pay online using a Visa or Master Card, go to www.usistd.org and click on the link “Online 
Membership Renewal”.  This is a secured site protected by Chase Bank.  Be sure to enter your 
business information and check the confirmation box.  This will allow us to advertise your business 
on the USISTD website.

Adjudicators, please remember that the Society is obligated to provide the NDCA with a list of 
certified USISTD adjudicators who are current with their dues.  This could result in the 
removal from the NDCA roster, anyone who is not on that list.

As a paid member, you are maintaining the credentials you worked so hard to obtain as well as 
supporting the programs offered by the society.  We hope that you will continue to support the 
USISTD by paying your membership dues online by December 31, 2008.  As always, we welcome 
your comments on improving the society and always appreciate any time or skills you can 
contribute.

Thank you again for your continued support of the USISTD. 

Sincerely,

Marie Crowder 
USISTD Membership Services

Renew Membership
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A question which has again reared its controversial head for 
about the ten millionth time is plaguing all who either dance 
or avoid dancing the Whisk, i.e. does the lady release the toe 
at the end of  the first step of  the Whisk?

Our esteemed examiners who have addressed this question 
have, in their infinite wisdom, described the action in a most 
satisfactory way.  Clearly, this is a subject with which they are 
familiar and have dealt with many times.

The real problem in describing this figure lies in the method-
ology and application of  terminology.  Allow me, if  you will, 
to share an experience of  half  a century ago.  As a young man 
studying for the Associate Ballroom degree in Alex Moore’s 

studio under the tutelage of  the world’s greatest technician, the legendary Guy Howard 
(Guy wrote The Revised Technique – Alex was the publisher).  I found myself  asking the 
proverbial question regarding the Whisk.

I learned a valuable lesson that day which has permitted me to enlighten many with regard 
to how we speak of  technical distinctions in the appropriate language of  “The Revised 
Technique.”  Invariably, the fallacies and controversy that show up are not a result of  an 
inability to dance the figure correctly, but are in fact due to a lack of  understanding of  the 
“Event Sequence Terminology.”  As Guy Howard so aptly put it, “After you have engaged 
in a single step as per the description governed by each heading, i.e. Footwork, Alignment, 
Rise and Fall, etc, you do not go on talking about it if  the ‘next’ step is now in a position to 
be discussed!” 

This is the essence of  the whole problem.  It is a matter of  communication and is governed 
by one’s understanding or failure to understand the principles of  “Event Sequence Termi-
nology.”  Details of  this principle are as follows: Footwork of  the first step of  the Whisk as 
lady, as everyone knows and is stated clearly in the book – toe heel.  This clearly implies that 
the toe may be released at the completion of  that step.

However!  Various other factors come into play immediately after the action of  the back-
ward walk.  The distinguishing factor in the application of  “Event Sequence Terminology” 
is that we do not talk about what is happening on the previous step, i.e. by the time the 
toe may have undergone release, we are now talking about the second step and the various 
properties relevant to the configuration of  the lady’s right foot are no longer discussed.  

This is a simple rule of  technical terminology. A simple example of  this would be in the 
statement of  the alignment of  the fourth step of  the reverse turn as man in the Waltz.  The 
alignment is stated as Backing LOD.  Given that we understand the definition of  alignment 
as being the bearing of  the foot in relationship to the room, i.e. the LOD at the “begin-
ning” of  the step, we are ok with the physical factor of  the man’s right foot anticipating 
the turn by 1/8 and in fact ending in a position such that it is now backing DC.  But we do 
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Frank Regan

Whisked Away to the Land of Terminology!
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Amanda Ball

We’ve had a busy and successful period in Examinations. 
Topping the list, Frank Regan very successfully organized the 
Theater Arts Symposium with the Imperial Tango Congress. He 
administered 27 professional Theater Arts exams. We have had 
a general upswing in both professional exams and medal tests. 
It’s wonderful to see our society growing. If  you would like to 
schedule your own exam, or exam session, please contact me. I’d 
be very happy to walk you through the process, if  it is new to 
you. Many of  our forms have been redone to make the process 
simpler. Changes in the forms will continue to be made over the 
next few months. Any feedback is welcome. Our examination 
system is set up to help maintain our high standards for teach-
ers in the dance industry and to help promote good dancing and 
your dance business. 

Completed Exam Sessions:

June 23rd-24th: Mandy Ball hosted 15 medal tests and 2 professional exams, welcoming 2 new members to 
the society, in Orlando, FL

June 30th: Lori Ritter hosted 2 medal tests in NJ.

July 12th: Frank Regan organized 3 professional, welcoming 2 new members to the society, in Alexandria, 
VA.

July 26th: Frank Regan organized 27 professional Theater Arts exams during the Theater Arts Sympo-
sium, before the Imperial Tango Congress, welcoming 8 new members to the society, in Alexandria, VA.

August 11th-12th: Marci Edgington hosted 6 professional exams, welcoming 4 new members to the soci-
ety, in Provo, UT.

August 19th: 1 Cher Rutherford organized 1 professional exam, welcoming 1 new member to the society.

August 23rd and 24th: Phillip Stephens hosted 31 medal tests and 3 professional exams, welcoming 2 new 
members, in Houston, TX. 

August 30th: Esther Don organized 3 medal tests and 1 Professional exam, welcoming 1 new member to 
the society, and Peter Waterson organized 1 professional exam in Orlando, FL.

August 30th-31st: Christopher Thompson hosted 44 medal tests and 4 professional exams, welcoming 3 
new members to the society, in Arlington, VA.

Upcoming Exam Sessions:

October 17th-18th: Jennifer Booth will be hosting exams in Denver, CO.

December 6th: Ellen Tittler will be hosting exams in NY, NY.

January 26th and 27th, 2009: Mandy Ball will be hosting exams in Orlando, FL. There will be two Examin-
ers available for Fellowship exams.

March ’09: Sherry Novak will be hosting exams in Rosemead, CA. There will be two Examiners available 
for Fellowship exams.

Recently, my husband, Stacy, and I attended the U.S.I.S.T.D. semi-
nar in Cincinnati, Ohio.  We were impressed by how insightful 
and constructive the seminar was; the Lecturers/Judges showed 
amazing ability in keeping both beginner amateurs and advanced 
professionals engaged and involved in every aspect of  the pro-
gram.  Everyone left feeling upbeat and confident in the value of  
the lessons.  Our students are still starry-eyed over the experience 
and can’t wait to attend next year’s seminar!

For us, as professional competitors, teachers, and owners of  a 
studio, hearing the Masters of  Ballroom dancing explain how 
they think, feel, and expect our students to look was a tremen-
dous help.  The information we gained will not only further our 
studio’s potential for competition purposes but will help in our 
everyday teaching of  both students and staff.  Our own pro-
fessional goals have been furthered as well; we recommend all 
professionals attend these congresses! 

It was encouraging to hear the Lecturers/Judges reiterate the same theories and philosophies 
we teach in our studio.  Our students received validation that the techniques and philosophies 
we are teaching them are embodied by such respected teachers and judges and have turned to 
their lessons with more enthusiasm than before.  It gives us great pride to know our organiza-
tion works so hard to give us the insight we need in order to be successful.    

This seminar covered advanced techniques in International Rumba (understanding connec-
tion) and Waltz (different rise and falls) by Ms. Lori Woods-Gay; International Foxtrot (heel 
turns and flight movements) and Viennese Waltz (rotational movement) by Mr. Peter Billet; 
West Coast Swing (THE ANCHOR STEP) and Paso Doble (man and lady’s body shaping and 
high technique in basic steps) by Ms. Cher Rutherford; Mambo (the secrets of  the cross-body 
lead and masculine v. feminine roles) and Bolero (the lost art and characteristics) by Mr. Frank 
Regan assisted by Mrs. Sharon Savoy.

One thing we appreciated was that the lessons were conducted in a fun and casual atmo-
sphere.  Lecturers helped each other by demonstrating the dances and gave the attendees 
personalized attention, which made the sessions extremely comfortable. The congress was 
held after the Cincinnati Dancesport competition and was convenient and affordable.  We are 
thankful to the U.S.I.S.T.D. for sponsoring this event and we look forward to the next oppor-
tunity to work with such wonderful instructors. 

 This was an invaluable experience and we recommend these seminars as a MUST for every-
one!

Sincerely,
Dana Coil
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Review: Cincinati DanceSport

Dana Coil
Owner, Invitation to Dance Studio

Licentiate Member of  
U.S.I.S.T.D.
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Examinations
Training Sessions:
Intensive Training Sessions:
TBA
  
Regular Weekly Sessions:

Associate and Licentiate International Ballroom Manhattan, NY
Bill Davies: 212-410-7443   Mondays from 12:30 PM-2:00 PM   
$150/person for 4 week session

Associate American Ballroom   Bay Shore, NY
Patti Panebianco: 631-225-6919  Tuesdays at 6:00 PM

Student Teacher American Rhythm  Bay Shore, NY
Patti Panebianco: 631-225-6919  Wednesdays at 6:00 PM

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if  you would like 
to post your upcoming exam or exam training information on our website. You must be a 
current member, in good standing, in order to post your information. Please check us out 
regularly at www.usistd.org for updated schedules. Please contact the exam director if  you 
would like any more information, or with any suggestions for making your exam experience 
more rewarding.

Congratulations to:

Candidates Name Exam Level Type
Eva Leblanc, Texas Student Teacher International Ballroom
Eva Leblanc, Texas Student Teacher International Latin
Stepan Matkovski, Florida Associate Theater Arts
Michele Kearney, Virginia Associate Theater Arts
Tina Waisman, Florida Associate Theater Arts
Daphne Cunliffe, New Jersey Associate Theater Arts
Shane LeCocq, Louisiana Associate International Ballroom
Stepan Matkovski, Florida Associate International Ballroom
Joshua Jones, Georgia Associate International Ballroom
Ankur Mohan, Maryland Associate International Ballroom
Ray Harp, Virginia Associate International Ballroom
Steve Penny, Maryland Associate International Ballroom

 
Continued on next page...

My wife, Dana, and I just attended the Imperial Theatre Arts 
Lecture by Frank Regan in Washington D. C.  While I can tell you 
how useful it was to learn a new discipline and how great it is that 
my wife and I are now Licentiates in Theatre Arts, I want to tell 
you how Theatre Arts applies to my everyday dancing and why 
everyone should study Theatre Arts.

Dana and I compete in Professional American Rhythm and 
Smooth.  Whenever we compete, the judges tell us that we are 
good dancers rhythmically, but we need to work on our lines.  
We go back home, take coaching, study the tapes, change the rou-
tines, and compete again, only to have the judges again say work 
on your lines.

From the seminar, we learned how to create powerful lines and 
create connections and disconnections that will evoke feelings 
from the audience.  We also learned about creating lines that are 

harmonious to the focus of  the movement when performing asymmetrical choreography.  
Did you get that?

Frank’s terminology might sound a little stuffy and cerebral, but dancing is not just a creative 
sport.  It is an exacting science; and as such, needs to have a vocabulary that conveys a specific 
meaning.  So let’s rephrase that previous sentence.  I need to make sure that the lines I create 
are masculine and Dana’s are feminine while being complementary, even if  they are not the 
same lines.  We also need to  “act” more while dancing in order to entertain the audience.

As Pro-Am competitors, we learned our students shouldn’t use the same lines.  They should 
use lines that are befitting their personality and body type.  This requires more work on our 
part; however, our students’ overall appearance is greatly improved.

After the seminar, Dana and I returned to the hotel and flipped on the TV only to see replays 
of  the Ohio Star Ball.  As we watched the show dances, we noticed the clever lines and intri-
cate choreography of  which we were previously unaware. 

If  I haven’t convinced you to study Theatre Arts, I hope I piqued your curiosity.  Studying an-
other discipline only broadens your knowledge and will allow you to draw on greater resources 
that you haven’t  before.  All dancing, whether in a competition, at a wedding, or in the club 
has a theatrical aspect to it, and knowing more about Theatre Arts will make you a better 
teacher and a more dynamic dancer.

We will definitely be at the next Theatre Arts seminar; will you?

Sincerely,
Stacy Coil
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Why everyone should learn Theatre Arts

Stacy Coil
Owner, Invitation to Dance Studio

Licentiate Member of  
U.S.I.S.T.D.
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Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type
Sharon Savoy, Virginia Licentiate American Ballroom
Corey Ginkel, Virginia Licentiate American Ballroom
Silvia Foster, Virginia Licentiate American Ballroom
Betsey Denney, Utah Licentiate International Latin
Karson Denney, Utah Licentiate International Latin
Megan Wiblin, Utah Licentiate International Latin
Roger Wiblin, Utah Licentiate International Latin
Candice Kvavle, Utah Licentiate International Latin
Laura Payne, Utah Licentiate International Latin
Joe Green, Indiana Licentiate Theater Arts
Charles Jones, District of  Columbia Licentiate Theater Arts
Joseph Kerner, Pennsylvania Licentiate Theater Arts
Jameson Kilburn, Pennsylvania Licentiate Theater Arts
Daniel McGee, Pennsylvania Licentiate Theater Arts
Gregory Morris, New York Licentiate Theater Arts
Paula Iacono, New York Licentiate Theater Arts
Patricia Panebianco, New York Licentiate Theater Arts
Anastasia Salter, Maryland Licentiate Theater Arts
Gregory Sipe, Pennsylvania Licentiate Theater Arts
Christopher Thompson, Virginia Licentiate Theater Arts
Ily Zislin, Maryland Licentiate Theater Arts
Jeanne Beegle, New Jersey Licentiate Theater Arts
Erin Bomboy, New York Licentiate Theater Arts
Ginny Carey, Pennsylvania Licentiate Theater Arts
Dana Coil, Ohio Licentiate Theater Arts
Stacy Coil, Ohio Licentiate Theater Arts
Wayne Crowder, North Carolina Licentiate Theater Arts
Marie Crowder, North Carolina Licentiate Theater Arts
Walter Fox, Florida Licentiate Theater Arts
Rita Gekhman, New Jersey Licentiate Theater Arts
Chantal Leclerc, Georgia Licentiate Theater Arts
Neil Mittenm, Maryland Licentiate Theater Arts
Fabio Bonini, Virginia Licentiate Theater Arts

Examinations

...Continued from previous page...

Congratulations to:

to contribute advice and leadership on their proven record of  excellence in diverse fields of  
endeavor.

Aspects of  sponsorship are considered to be a plus but are not necessarily the criteria for 
acceptance into the Commission. Owing to the non-profit status of  the USISTD, the modus 
operandi is one that reflects the intention of  altruism and possesses an integrity aimed totally 
towards the preservation and development of  dance, devoid of  the obvious and usual trap-
pings of  commercialism.  Those of  us who have a genuine love of  ballroom dancing and have 
participated in it sufficiently to be aware of  its potential as a superior art form on a level with 
ballet, symphony and opera are all too painfully aware of  the lack of  understanding present 
within the public and so-called experts who operate in other art forms.

The much bandied-about word “Dancesport” has not been entirely successful in capturing 
the imagination of  the American public and there are those of  us in the profession who feel 
that it has served in some ways to deflect the attention away from art and towards sport.  We 
would like to re-establish the wonderful artistic possibilities in our genre and create a context 
for theatrical excellence as well as for the traditional aspects of  competitive ballroom dance.
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The Evolution of the Dance Competition in America
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The best way to do it is the same way you would eat an 
elephant...one bite at a time!

Consider the “Student Teacher Exam”

Whether you are thinking of  taking an Exam or are an estab-
lished professional training candidates for exams,  I’d like to 
draw your attention to the Student Teacher Exam.  

This is a great way to get started taking theory exams.   If  you 
have one of  your technique books handy you will notice in the 
list of  Specified Figures that the first level  before Associate is 
the Student Teacher.  

Historically most candidates begin by taking the Associate Exam but in many cases this can 
be daunting to a new teacher.

Here are some of  the Benefits of  beginning with the Student Teacher Exam :

•  The opportunity to master fewer figures and in turn have a more comprehensive under-
standing of  the basic rules of  theory.   For example, in the Waltz there are sixteen Associate 
figures while only six Student Teacher figures or in the Rumba there are nine student teacher 
figures and fifteen Associate figures.

•  It Takes less time to prepare and you can get the sense of  achievement by attaining your 
first goal more quickly.  Depending on how often you work with your trainer you could 
achieve a Student Teacher exam perhaps in six months vs a year of  preparation for an Associ-
ate.  The further out the goal, the more things that seem to get in the way.

•  When you take your first exam, aside from learning all the figures and the theory you are 
learning how  to take an exam.  When you work with only the basic few figures in each dance 
it is easier to master the presentation and the art of  taking an exam.  

•  When eventually you do take your Associate, the experience of  having first done the Stu-
dent Teacher exam can only help to give you a higher level and better quality exam when you 
do go for the Associate.

•  The first time you do anything in life is always the hardest  don’t make it harder than it need 
be.  Make it easy on yourself  and really enjoy the process and the learning.

•  The Exam itself  is shorter, only 75 minutes for the Ballroom or 90 minutes for the Latin. 
 
If  you’d like to learn more about taking a Student Teacher exam, contact our Examinations 
Director Mandy Ball (contact information in the front of  this Top Line) and I’m sure she will 
be happy to assist you and answer any other questions you may have.

Getting Started With Professional Theory Exams

Lori Woods Gay
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On June 21, the organizers of  the Yankee Classic DanceSport 
Championships presented Mary French with a special award In 
recognition of  your invaluable contributions to championship 
dancing in New England.  The organizers presented the award 
in the presence of  Mary’s dancing peers, her friends, and judges.  
The Yankee Classic, held yearly in June, took place in Cambridge, 
MA.   

For more than 30 years Mary has been a member of  the Imperial 
Society of  Teachers of  Dance (ISTD) of  the U.S. and London, 
England and she holds a Member degree (now called Licentiate 
)in the Standard Ballroom which she took in November of  1975.   
Her certificate is signed by Alex Moore himself  as he was at that 
time both the Chairman of  the Council and Branch Chairman 

(England).

Mary started her first studio in Wellesley Hills, MA, at the urging of  the late Bob Medeiros, 
with whom she studied Latin American dancing.  Her Husband, who died nine years ago, set 
her up in his Wellesley office building, eventually moving his own work to home, she said, as 
she took over more and more of  that building’s space.  Mary purchased her Cataumet studio 
in Cape Cod (a former church) In 1972 and eventually closed the Wellesley studio.   

Mary also was one of  the original organizers of  the former New England Championships 
held in the Boston area for over 10 years, which first began in 1975.  She was joined in this 
enterprise by our very own beloved teacher and Honorary Committee Member, Julius Kaiser 
and yours truly Lori Woods-Gay.  I also recall quite vividly a very accomplished young couple 
John & Cathi Nyemchek  (now co-organizers of  the Yankee Classic) dancing at this event as  
Juniors.  This was a time when there were very few dance competitions in the United States 
and Mary was on the cutting edge,  one of  the pioneers of  our dance industry that now boasts 
Dance Competitions all over the  country on virtually every week-end. 

Ms. French’s lifelong passion for dance started with childhood ballet, tap and jazz lessons, 
sessions that wound down in number, she said, as her mother tired of  making elaborate recital 
costumes for the end-of-the year programs.

It ignited again, however, when she heard the big band-era music of  the Glenn Miller band.  
She met her future husband while dancing to Mr. Miller’s music.  The couple honeymooned at 
the Hotel Pennsylvania, a location that had the New York phone number in longest continu-
ous use, Pennsylvania 6-5000, the inspiration for the Glenn Miller song of  the same name.  
Mr. Miller who was at the hotel, came and sat with the honeymooning couple at their table.
Mary winters in Florida, where she also teaches and, as she has always done, works on her 
own dancing with high-level competition dancers.   She has kept up with all of  the dances that 
have come along, from rock’n’roll to the hustle to disco to hip-hop, not to mention country 
line dancing. 

Mary French Receives Special Award
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Lori Woods Gay

Competitive dancing in the USA as we know it in today’s format 
started in California in the fifties but rapidly moved to the East 
Coast: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania area.  Part of  the 
shift in geographic activity was due to the promotionally oriented 
concentration of  enthusiasts in the northeast area of  the US and 
the efforts of  the leading dance teachers’ societies in the world, 
namely the ISTD.

Competitions all through the sixties were extremely successful 
despite the fact that the period was at an all-time low for social 
dancing.  This was largely due to the fact that the atmosphere 
was friendly and congenial.  Everyone had a good time and en-
joyed the obvious hospitality reflected by the personality of  the 
organizer or organizing body.

As competition grew in volume, the market became diluted and events gradually became more 
homogenized until every competition was just like every other competition.  The larger the 
competition, the more predictable the format, with the exception of  events such as the Ohio 
Star Ball, USBC, and the Heritage Classic, which invariably supplied exciting and unexpected 
interludes of  entertaining diversion. 

This phenomenon was generally prevalent up until the mid-nineties, when organizers of  com-
petitions at a lower level of  volume than the major events began to search for the opportunity 
in the fact that they were running an event that was neither overwhelming nor intimidating.  
While the really huge competitions play an important role in the domain of  public relations 
for the dance milieu, some of  the smaller competitions have taken on an aspect of  charm and 
individual character that attracts a market of  people who seek to enjoy the total content of  the 
event rather than the brief  moment when they march up to receive their award.

In writing this article as such, it accordingly behooves me to assert that the Cincinnati Danc-
esport very much displays the positive elements of  the smaller competition.  It provides a 
friendly, non-intimidating atmosphere, high standards of  dance notwithstanding.  Indeed, 
many dancers are proud to include successful participation in Cincinnati Dancesport as part 
of  their resume, bio, or list of  worthwhile accomplishments.  The predominant feature of  
the function, however, is that a pleasant, fun-invoking environment is present that is never 
lacking in an ambience of  elegance and sophistication.  In this respect, the city of  Cincinnati 
is one of  the country’s leaders when it comes to competitions of  this size and import.  Many 
cities would do well to be able to boast as delightful an event as the Cincinnati Dancesport in 
conjunction with all of  the attraction that the city itself  has to offer.

This year, Cincinnati Dancesport is going all out to provide a highly qualified board of  
adjudicators with 90% of  the judges holding degrees in the prestigious Imperial Society of  
Teachers of  Dancing (a world-wide establishment with its headquarters in London).  The Im-
perial Commission for Art, Literature and Music is an altruistic group of  people who bring a 
sophisticated perception of  how ballroom dance is interpreted in our culture and are prepared 

Frank Regan



For a period of  time when she first opened her 
school in Cataumet, she taught dance to the cadets 
at the Massachusetts Maritime academy, something 
the then-commander thought was a necessary 
part of  the social graces he wanted his students to 
know.  She recalls that those cadets, primarily young 
men, were hesitant to dance with each other, but 
she would just tell them, “If  they can do it at West 
Point, you can do it here!”

One of  her favorite students of  all time was a fi-
nancial wizard who was suffering from Alzheimer’s 
disease, but he was still able to find joy in dancing.  
She would turn on old recordings and he would be 
able to sing every single word as they danced.  As 
his memory continued to fade, he would sometimes 
come into her studio with his shoes on the wrong 
feet.  Eventually, she said, they would just walk arm in arm around the studio as the music 
played.

In the Dance Teacher arena she has done it all from teaching wedding couples to the serious 
dancer and she has done it with grace, charm, a sense of  humor and simply a  sincere enthu-
siasm for dance.  She is the epitome of  the grass roots teacher that is too often the unsung 
hero.  That is why I am so happy that she has received this well earned recognition and I am 
certain that the entire membership of  USISTD joins me in congratulating  Mary on receiving 
this momentous award.   And Kudos to the organizers of  the Yankee Classic,  Judi Hatton and 
John & Cathi Nyemchek, on taking the time to recognize a special person.

And who says dancing doesn’t keep us young.  Mary will be a young 89 this coming October and still teaching 
and dancing strong.
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Mary French

Mary French Receives Special Award

On the Cover...
Francois Szony- The dancer and choreographer, winning awards and 
audiences’ hearts since 1939.
Francois Szony was born in Budapest, Hungary. He has 
performed the world over from the nightclub scene to many 
a great stage with special appearances by such artists as Judy 
Garland, Liza Minelli, Liberace, Jerry Lewis, Dean Martin, 
Noel Coward, Frank Sinatra, Edith Piaff  and the list goes 
on. His appearances on televisions,  “Show of  Shows”, 
Hollywood Palace and Ed Sullivan are fresh in the memory 

whenever brought up in conversation. One memorable performance was in the movie “So 
This is Love” with Kathryn Grayson. Francois Szony has a special ear for music and a feel-
ing for choreography as all of  his works are created by him. He continues to create and to 
contribute to the wolrd of  dance as it prospers and changes more and more each day. 
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LESSON SIX

In the last issue of  Topline I covered the teaching of  the fifth 
lesson of  an Eight-Week Basic Course.  We now continue with 
Lesson Six.

We have not focused on the Rumba since the third lesson, so 
now is a good time to do a complete review of  the Basic Step, 
Crossover Breaks and Cuban Rocks, emphasizing the Latin 
Hold, forward poise, correct Foot Positions and Footwork.  
Once they are comfortable with that, to music, with partners, I 
have them stand in lines behind me (Men and Ladies all facing 
the same way) to develop their Cuban Motion.  After review-
ing this in place, forward and to both sides, I explain that this 
covers all of  the directions required for the Basic Box Step, 
except for the back step (which is the most difficult).  So, 
employing the use of  Cuban Motion, I have them take one 
step forward on the Left foot, then one step to the side with 

the Right Foot, then close the Left Foot to the Right foot.  I then have them repeat those 
first three steps, each time making sure they free the Left Foot first.  I then explain the back 
step to them, having them straighten the Left knee as they take a very short step back on 
the Right Foot, with the Right knee bent (if  it feels wrong, it’s right!).  They then straighten 
the Right knee as they take a sidestep with the Left Foot then close the Right Foot to the 
Left Foot.  This is all done very slowly and methodically, each step with a bent knee.  They 
then repeat the last three steps, as they did the first three. I explain that this will look and 
feel very mechanical at first, and that the knees will bend and straighten a little earlier (and 
smoother) once they have perfected it.  We now combine these two halves of  the Box Step, 
repeating it several times (with no turn) while I count it “SQQ”, albeit dancing it as all 
‘Slows’.  I gradually pick up speed until they are up to tempo, which may mean re-starting 
a few times.  Since what we did is the Man’s part, the Men and Ladies will now hold both 
of  their partner’s hands, walking slowly through the Box pattern, Ladies now starting back 
on their Right foot. I point out that they should “match” their partners, by having the knee 
bent on the same side as them.  They are given this exercise as their ‘homework’.  

As previously mentioned, the Rumba and the Waltz are very closely related at this level, so 
this is a good time to review (first Men and Ladies separately) the Left Box Turn and Half-
Boxes (Closed Changes).  I then briefly explain Rise and Fall on these two basic figures, 
having them not “overdo” it, which is a common fault at first. Next I have them dance this 
Basic Amalgamation with partners, first without, then with music, reminding them of  the 
correct Ballroom Hold, and Line of  Dance.  I now introduce the Hesitations in all four 
directions, explaining the purpose and lead for this figure, and give them a chance to dance 
all of  their patterns, with partners, to music.

This concludes Lesson Six.  Lessons Seven and Eight will be presented in the next Topline.

How to Teach an Eight-Week Basic Course

Miriam Ellis
Dual Fellow and Examiner 

Imperial Society of  Teachers of  
Dancing
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Nomination Letter

National Committee Nominations 

The National Committee conducts the business of the Society in its best interests and welfare.  It is 
responsible for establishing and maintaining the operating policies of the USISTD.  This year, the 
general membership of the USISTD has the privilege and duty to elect four (4) members to serve on the 
National Committee.  If you are interested in running for office, fill out the Nomination Form and return 
it by November 1st, 2008 to : 

Wayne Crowder 
Executive Secretary, USISTD 
120 Smith Acres Road  
Eden, NC  27288 

You may also download the form from the USISTD website at:  www.usistd.org

Sincerely;

Wayne Crowder 
Executive Secretary, USISTD 

 Bill Davies Award
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United States DanceSport
Hall of Fame

July 8, 2008

THE NATIONAL DANCE COUNCIL OF AMERICA

is proud to induct

WILLIAM ‘Bill’ DAVIES

into the United States DanceSport Hall of  Fame

This life achievement award
is given in recognition of  your outstanding contribution,

devotion and dedication to ballroom dancing.
Your service to the NDCA as past president and delegate and your 

valuable input over the years as well as your achievements
 as a dancer, teacher, coach and judge have contributed 

 greatly to the success we all enjoy today.
Thank you Bill for all you’ve done.
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Nomination Form for the

National Committee 

I,  __________________________________________________ (please print name) 

Residing at ____________________________________________(please print address) 

City _____________________________ ,   State  ____________  Zip Code: ________ 

offer myself as a candidate for election to the National Committee of the USISTD. 

I hold the following degrees: 

Ballroom Branch: ________________  Latin Branch: ______________________ 

Smooth Branch:  _________  Rhythm Branch:  __________  Theater Arts Branch: _____ 

Signature____________________________________  Date: __________________ 

We, the undersigned, hereby sponsor the above candidate for election to the National 
Committee. 

Name:  __________________________________________ 
Address:  ________________________________________ 
City:  ______________________________ State:  __________  Zip: ___________ 
Telephone:  (          ) ___________________________ 
Degrees Held (Licentiate or Fellow)   Ballroom:  ___________  Latin:  _____________  

Name:  __________________________________________ 
Address:  ________________________________________ 
City:  ______________________________ State:  __________  Zip: ___________ 
Telephone:  (          ) ___________________________ 
Degrees Held (Licentiate or Fellow)   Ballroom:  ___________  Latin:  _____________  

Name:  __________________________________________ 
Address:  ________________________________________ 
City:  ______________________________ State:  __________  Zip: ___________ 
Telephone:  (          ) ___________________________ 
Degrees Held (Licentiate or Fellow)   Ballroom:  ___________  Latin:  _____________  

Mail completed form to:   Wayne Crowder 
    Executive Secretary, USISTD 

120 Smith Acres Road 
    Eden, NC  27288 

Must be received by no later than November 1st, 2008.   

Nomination Form
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Grooming in Public

Is it really better to be looked over than to be overlooked?  Perhaps not in this situation.

An adjudicator reports:

While judging a competition, a lady judge made a trip to the lady’s restroom on her break.  She 
was shocked to find a girl wearing nothing but thong panties while she applied her tan prod-
uct.  Her “butt” was up on the sink.

To just say that this girl was impolite would be like giving a tic tac to a whale for bad breath.  
Much education is missing from her social skills.

Who knows how many other people such as students, hotel staff, etc. may have come upon 
the almost naked dancer.  She did not give a good first or last impression of  herself  or of  the 
dance industry at that event.
 
Groom in your room!  Not in Public.

“Intelligence without ambition is like a bird without wings.”
-C. Archie Danielson

Social Graces
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Freelance Teaching
Advantages and Disadvantages

I’ve been teaching ballroom dancing for over 30 years now and 
have worked for franchise studios (Fred Astaire and Arthur 
Murray) as well as independent studios for more than 10 of  
those years.  I’ve been freelancing for the last 19 years in south 
Florida and find it to be much more suitable for me.  Of  course, 
there are disadvantages as well as advantages to being a freelance 
teacher.

Of  course, the more obvious advantages are the independence 
of  being your own boss and more money per hour of  teaching.  
So you can pretty much schedule your appointments to your con-
venience and not have to hang out at the studio all day as your 

boss will want you to do.  But believe me, there is a lot more to it than that.

I started out at the Fred Astaire Studios in Atlanta, GA during the “Disco Craze” and learned 
ballroom dancing through a “Professional Program” that I purchased.  After about four 
months of  training I was placed on the floor to take over some students for another instruc-
tor who had to leave town for a family emergency.  It was really interesting teaching my first 
student, Bessie, who had been taking lessons at the studio longer than me.  But I got through 
it, and she was happy, and so I began my career in ballroom dancing.

After teaching at the FADS, an AMDS, and an independent studio in Georgia, I moved to 
Florida to work for an independent studio that was operated pretty much the same way as the 
franchises.  This studio was in business for 13 years, and I only worked there for nine months 
before the owner closed the business and fled the state owing a lot of  money in back taxes 
and other debts.  The entire staff  was cheated of  their last two weeks pay and found out later 
that he had not been paying the taxes that he withheld from their pay.  Not to mention the 
number of  students who found themselves at a loss. 
 
Having had two different studios close on me, and having worked for studios where the focus 
was entirely on sales, I decided that this was not for me.  Don’t get me wrong, I fully realize 
the importance of  sales, but I feel good service is very important, too.  I wanted to focus on 
teaching people how to dance.  This was when I decided to try something different.  Upon 
becoming a freelance teacher, I learned a lot of  things.

First, you have to build a clientele. If  you’re new to the area, you’re at the disadvantage of  hav-
ing to start with nothing.  I consider it fortunate that my students at the last studio followed 
me after I promised them that I would teach out every lesson they had already paid for if  they 
would buy lessons from me as I taught out the old lessons.  This gave me a pretty full slate 
to start with, so it worked out well.  I went to a studio that would let me rent floor space by 
the hour and taught my lessons there.  They also allowed me to bring my students to a weekly 
party, so they could still get their social dancing in that they were used to at the old studio.
Having to now take care of  my own taxes and social security, I set up an S corporation to be 

Lee Fox

Social Graces
you could just accidentally crap from excitement.  And then the competition starts, and the 
competition experience (with the lack of  professionalism from the adjudicators) craps on you.  
Specifically:  Judges standing on the dance floor chewing gum like cows chewing cud, crack-
ing gum, blowing bubbles, yawning, and yes, standing in their 8-inch Prada heels with legs so 
far spread in order to keep from falling down from exhaustion,  or perhaps, they temporarily 
forgot to remember their occupation as a ballroom judge, and instead, wanted the ballroom 
customer base to see what hookers looked like on the other side of  town.  Also, judges (while 
judging) waving to tables of  students, verbally saying “heh!” loud enough for many to hear, 
and laughing hysterically with member of  the audience.
In conclusion, some adjudicators, like humans in general, need to take a good look at them-
selves.  The elegant world of  ballroom is a luxury world, and for teachers, it is customer based.  
No customer of  our high quality world wants to see a flaming queen or Cinderella’s ugly step 
sisters judging them.   Come on, as we are only human too, let’s check how we are doing as 
an industry and keep the tricking and the treating to ourselves.  Professionalism is an acquired 
attribute.  Then again, so is being unprofessional.
-No Name, Please

Your letter certainly gave two vivid examples of  what not to do and maintain proper decorum 
in a ballroom setting.  Judges are on display and openly doing or saying inappropriate things 
only leave the judge open for criticism, no matter how good they may be at the placement 
of  members on the judging sheet.  The NDCA list of  judges’ conduct is on page 18 and is 
reprinted for you as follows:  
 Judges Conduct
1.  Judges shall stand or be seated apart from one another and at such locations that they do 
not interfere with the competitors.
2.  Judges are reminded that if  they converse with any spectators, contestants or coaches, they 
may not discuss any competitors’ performances until after the close of  the entire event.  Fail-
ure to comply could result in disciplinary action.
3.  Judges are not to compare notes and must judge independently.
4.  Judges may move about freely in order to see all the couples.
5.  Judges are required to remain on the floor until the end of  the music.
6.  Judges shall mark and sign their score cards in ink, including their code letter, and shall 
initial each and every alteration.
7.  It is a basic requirement that any professional engaged to officiate shall upon arrival at the 
venue:
 a.  Report his presence to the Organizer and Chairman of  Judges.
 b.  Ascertain the Timetable of  the competitions, and
 c.  Be available as scheduled.
8.  While on the competition premises, judges shall conduct themselves with the utmost of  
professional decorum, including refraining from consuming alcohol during a judging session.
9.  Judges may not use cell phones or any other unauthorized electronic devices during the 
time period(s) in which they are officiating.
No one is perfect (myself  included) but we sometimes need a reminder to pull us back to 
basics.  I wish you a better event next time!
-Cher Rutherford
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Social Graces
Adjudicators Decorum
Early on in their teaching careers many dancing instructors have 
been told to conduct themselves in a businesslike manner and 
“act professional” when teaching and attending studio activities.  
Perhaps it had been too long since a reminder was given to the 
subjects in the letter to follow.. A teacher writes:

Dear Cher:
Adjudicators’ Behaviors Need to Set the Standard of  Ballroom 
Etiquette. In the world of  ballroom dance studios, every teacher 
knows how difficult, yet rewarding it is to build a student base 
strong enough to attend major ballroom dance competitions.  
Students, upon enrolling for a major competition, begin to work 
harder, and more diligently.  No matter what, however, students 

will always have a pre-conceived mental picture of  the competition in their head (rather they’re 
seasoned competitors, or not).  Teachers will start to work harder, will be more enthusiastic, 
and will take time to look at their own personal appearance, dance outfits, and personal style.  
Why?  It is the pre-conceived mental picture of  ballroom dancing that exists in all of  our 
heads, no matter how many times we have competed.  It is for the students, and us, too, the 
fairy tale world of  ballroom.

So imagine my dismay, as a professional teacher, when at recent dance events (yes, major 
events) the lack of  professionalism amongst the judging panel did not fit into my description 
of  ballroom.  Nor did it appeal to my students’ likings either (p.s. the customers).
Specific examples are:

Male Dance Teacher “Cruised” by Male Adjudicator at Competition Buffet Dinner
To have your student hear the comment “with so many delicious treats on the buffet this 
evening, I wander which one you will choose” was nothing short of  unprofessional.  The 
adjudicator tactlessly whispered this into the instructor’s ear, loud enough for several nearby 
students to overhear, and then stood back and pierced his lips so tight, as if  to say, “get on 
top of  the chicken marsala and beef  stroganoff  and mount me now, you hot stud”.  Perhaps a 
good description of  some individuals’ ideas of  ballroom “fairy tale”, but certainly not of  pay-
ing customers, who see their male instructors as their Antonio Bandorascs and their Richard 
Geres.
Adjudicators Become More Like Cinderella’s Ugly Step Sisters
Everyone knows that most large events take place at very elaborate destinations.  But in stay-
ing with our “fairy tale” theme for the students, there is one destination that instantly comes 
to mind.  The days are full of  competition excitement and fun, and the fantasies and remem-
brances of  childhood can be easily relived for our customers at this particular destination’s 
many different places of  interest.  Oh yes!

So, your students spend the money to get there, put in all of  the extra classes, possibly buy 
a new gown, new make-up, and new hair, and they go to the event to live their “Cinderella” 
dream.  As a teacher, you are so thoroughly impressed by the venue, that you feel as though 
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Freelance Teaching
able to deduct expenses, pay social security, unemployment compensation, etc.  In Florida, you 
have to also register with the state as a dance studio yearly.  I also know that in some states, 
you have to pay a sales tax and have liability insurance, too.  These are the things freelance 
teachers have to do that were usually taken care of  by employers.  Some studios also provide 
and contribute to health insurance to their employees that a freelance teacher would obviously 
have to take care of  themselves.

Then there is the fact that you can’t keep your students forever.  You need to keep replen-
ishing your clientele.  This is where advertising comes in.  You can go to public dances at 
other ballrooms or to special functions and pass out your business cards.  You can give your 
students your business cards to pass out to their acquaintances.  I’m fortunate to have been in 
the area long enough to establish a rep for myself, so many dancers in the area knows who I 
am.  I have enough students and former students recommending me.  I also have an ad in the 
Yellow Pages that gives me several calls a month. You can also develop a web site, since a lot 
of  people check out dance web sites to find instructors in their area. 

Some freelance teachers teach out of  one location, some go to people’s homes, and some 
teach out of  two or three locations.  I prefer not to go to people’s homes since you don’t 
know if  they have the space or the music system set up, plus I’m not really comfortable go-
ing into the homes of  people I don’t know yet.  I prefer to have them meet me at one of  the 
studios I teach out of.  Since I teach out of  four different locations, I do spend considerable 
time driving from one location to another.  With the cost of  gasoline now, I make it a point to 
assign certain days to certain locations to minimize my driving time.  I also have three group 
classes per week to teach.  I’m fortunate to have those classes since most freelance studios 
want to keep their floor free for their freelance teachers.  By getting involved with a communi-
ty center, I am now teaching large classes which certainly brings in more money than a private 
lesson.  Of  course, this means another location I have to drive to, but it is well worth it.

One other thing to consider when freelancing is contracts.  I personally prefer to have my 
students pay for one lesson or one week’s worth of  lessons at a time.  That way I don’t have 
to bother with contracts.  A simple receipt does it for me.  However, if  you choose to sell 
programs or large blocks of  lessons, I would suggest keeping a record of  lessons taught out, 
which would amount to money actually earned.  I’ve seen too many freelancers and studios 
get into trouble by spending the money received before teaching the lessons out.  
 
I hope that sharing my experiences as a freelance teacher will be helpful to others either free-
lancing or considering it.  Remember that freelancing may seem like an easy thing to do, but a 
lot of  responsibility comes with it.  You are in business for yourself, and you have nobody to 
fall back on to take care of  the many legal and financial aspects of  the dance business for you.  
So consider the entire picture first; not just the prettier picture of  just showing up to teach a 
lesson, collecting your money, and going home.

Cher Rutherford
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